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ABSTRACT. We present a new map of bed topography and ice thickness to-6

gether with a corresponding ice volume estimate representative of the years7

around 2010 for all Scandinavian ice caps and glaciers. Starting from surface8

observations, we invert for ice thickness by iteratively running an innovative9

ice dynamics model on a distributed grid and updating bed topography until10

modelled and observed glacier dynamics as represented by their rate of surface11

elevation change (dh{dt) fields align. The ice flow model used is the Instructed12

Glacier Model (Jouvet and Cordonnier, 2023), a generic physics-informed13

deep-learning emulator that models higher-order ice flow with high compu-14

tational efficiency. We calibrate the modelled thicknesses against ą11,000 ice15

thickness observations, resulting in a final ice volume estimate of 302.7 km3 for16

Norway, 18.4 km3 for Sweden and 321.1 km3 for the whole of Scandinavia with17

an error estimate of about ˘11%. The validation statistics computed indicate18

good agreement between modelled and observed thicknesses (RMSE = 55 m,19

Pearson´s r = 0.87, bias = 0.8 m), outperforming all other ice thickness maps20

available for the region. The modelled bed shapes thus provide unprecedented21

detail in the subglacial topography, especially for ice caps where we produce22

the first maps that show ice-dynamically realistic flow features.23
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1 INTRODUCTION24

As a result of global climate warming, glaciers and ice caps are projected to shrink and retreat in all25

regions on Earth, continuing on the current trajectory of large-scale ice loss (Oppenheimer and others,26

2019; Rounce and others, 2023). Any assessment of ensuing consequences is dependent on knowledge of the27

ice volume existing today. This concerns not only projections of sea-level rise, but also water management28

in general where the regional ice volume can be a key determinant for the future availability of water for29

basic needs and irrigation (e.g. in the Himalayas (Pritchard, 2019)), or for hydro-power production, as30

in Scandinavia (Ekblom Johansson and others, 2022). Besides total ice volume, knowledge of the spatial31

distribution of ice within a region, between different glaciers and within one glacier is crucial. Such maps32

of ice thickness and, thereby, subglacial topography are essential for future projections of glacier response33

to climate warming as the bed shape controls the future hypsometric distribution of ice, and through that,34

whether a glacier will be able to stabilize at higher elevations (Rounce and others, 2023). For marine35

terminating glaciers, subglacial topography is crucial in determining the dynamical response to an external36

signal, and consequently, whether stabilization (e.g. on pinning points or bathymetric highs) or retreat of37

the grounding line (e.g. due to inland sloping beds) is likely to occur (Åkesson and others, 2018; Frank and38

others, 2022). The location of future lakes and the routing of future rivers can likewise be deduced from the39

shape of the glacier bed (Farinotti and others, 2019b; Ekblom Johansson and others, 2022). Furthermore,40

ice thickness maps can help both the tourism industry and scientists on fieldwork to plan economic or41

scientific investments (Marr and others, 2022). Importantly, knowledge of subglacial topography also helps42

to assess the risks associated with future deglaciated landscapes, e.g. the potential for glacier lake outburst43

floods or landslides (Liestøl, 1956; Engeset and others, 2005; Breien and others, 2008; Jackson and Ragulina,44

2014). Finally, the topography of future exposed lands is important in shaping the emerging habitats that45

form when glaciers retreat (Bosson and others, 2023).46

To estimate ice volume and bed shape while overcoming the lack of ice thickness observations for most47

glaciers in the world (GlaThiDa Consortium, 2020; Welty and others, 2020) inversion techniques have been48

developed that allow the derivation of subglacial topography based of surface observations. The recent years49

have seen continued progress in this field (Farinotti and others, 2017, 2021), expanding from early works50

on volume-area scaling (Bahr and others, 1997, 2014) to techniques such as shear-stress based approaches51

(e.g. Nye, 1952; Linsbauer and others, 2009; Frey and others, 2014) and mass-conservation approaches (e.g.52
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Farinotti and others, 2009; Huss and Farinotti, 2012). With the advent of high-quality remote sensing53

products regional-scale ice flow velocity-based approaches have become possible (e.g Gantayat and others,54

2014; Millan and others, 2022) alongside methods involving full ice dynamics models on distributed grids55

that require a combination of several observational data sets (e.g. ice velocity fields, dh{dt) and/or auxiliary56

model products (e.g. from a mass balance model) as inputs (van Pelt and others, 2013; Jouvet, 2022; Frank57

and others, 2023).58

While some ice volume estimates for Scandinavia have been proposed in the early 2010s (Radić and59

Hock, 2010; Marzeion and others, 2012; Huss and Farinotti, 2012; Grinsted, 2013; Andreassen and others,60

2015), the methodological limitations associated with these approaches have prevented the creation of61

distributed maps of ice thickness. Such products only became available recently when Farinotti and others62

(2019a) and Millan and others (2022) mapped ice thickness on a global scale. However, the large-scale63

perspective of these works, the methodological limitations of each approach (sec. 6), the large uncertainties64

reported for Scandinavia (ą ˘25% of total calculated ice volume in both studies) and the fact that the two65

approaches have led to wildly different outcomes in some areas on the globe leave the question whether66

their results are reliable for Scandinavia. Therefore, we here produce a new ice volume estimate, and67

ice thickness and bed topography maps for all glaciers and ice caps in Scandinavia. We follow a recent68

methodology developed in Frank and others (2023) which showed excellent performance in a variety of69

settings. A novelty in the approach is the use of the machine learning based Instructed Glacier Model70

(IGM; Jouvet and Cordonnier, 2023) which allows us to employ higher-order ice physics on a regional71

scale.72

2 STUDY AREA73

According to the Randolph Glacier Inventory v6.0 (RGI Consortium, 2017), hereafter referred to as RGI60,74

based on mapping from Andreassen and others (2012), Scandinavia hosts 3,417 glaciers covering a total75

area of 2,949 km2 (Fig. 1). The median and mean glacier size is 0.2 km2 and 0.9 km2, respectively. 3,13076

of these glaciers are located in Norway, 283 in Sweden, and 4 in the Fennoscandian part of Russia which77

were included as nominal glaciers in the RGI60, yet their their outlines are missing and so they are not78

considered here. Note that there is a recent update of glacier outlines for Norway by Andreassen and others79

(2022) which, however, we do not use due to practical issues related to their compatibility with other input80

products (see sec. 4 for more details).81
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Fig. 1. Geographical distribution of glaciers in Sweden and Norway with zoom to Jostedalsbreen (a), Folgefonna

with its Northern part Nordre Folgefonna and Southern part Søndre Folgefonna (b), Storglaciären (c), Svartisen with

its Western ice cap Svartisen-Vestisen and Eastern ice cap Svartisen-Østisen (d), Blåmannsisen (e) and Hardanger-

jøkulen (f). Glacier outlines are taken from the RGI60 (RGI Consortium, 2017), orginally compiled by Andreassen

and others (2012) for Norway. Note that in the context of this study, adjacent RGI60 glaciers are merged together in

glacier complexes to avoid introducing artificial steps in bed topography between them (sec. 4). Background imagery

includes ArcGis World Imagery ©Esri.
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After Scandinavia was completely covered by the Fennoscandian ice sheet during the last glacial max-82

imum, the ensuing deglaciation resulted in ice-free conditions by the early Holocene (Stroeven and others,83

2016). The glaciers of today are thought to have re-emerged and grown after the mid-Holocene, interrupted84

by smaller retreat phases (Karlén, 1973; Karlén and Matthews, 1992). After having reached the most re-85

cent maximum extent around the mid 17-hundreds in the context of the Little Ice Age (Grove, 2004), the86

past century has been characterized by glacier retreat, although periods with positive mass balances have87

been recorded after the 1960s as well (Holmlund and others, 1996; Andreassen and others, 2020). Today,88

mass loss clearly dominates and future projections for Scandinavia suggest close to ice-free conditions with89

93˘9% mass loss relative to 2015 by the end of the century under the RCP8.5 scenario. Even under the90

more optimistic RCP2.6 scenario wide-spread deglaciation is projected, as shown by an estimated mass91

loss of 72˘33% (Rounce and others, 2023).92

Due to Sweden´s location on the leeward side of the Scandes the climate there is considerably drier than93

on the maritime Norwegian side to the West. Accordingly, the predominant glacier types are mountain94

and cirque glaciers of smaller size, and their geographical distribution is concentrated in the North of the95

country, namely in the Sarek area and the mountains of the Kebnekaise massif (Fig. 1). There is no ice96

cap in Sweden. Of Sweden´s glaciers, Storglaciären is best known and has been the subject of numerous97

studies (Fig. 1c; e.g Pohjola, 1993; Hooke and others, 1989; Holmlund and Eriksson, 1989; Fountain and98

others, 2005; Hock and Holmgren, 2005; Terleth and others, 2023). Storglaciären is also the site of the99

longest mass balance observation time series in the world using the direct glaciological method (Holmlund100

and Jansson, 1999). Despite this long tradition of glaciological studies, there are only a few thickness101

observations publicly available for Sweden (Björnsson, 1981) with the global Glacier Thickness Database102

(GlaThiDa) listing no entry for the country (GlaThiDa Consortium, 2020; Welty and others, 2020).103

Norwegian glaciers generally have steeper mass balance gradients and accordingly higher mass fluxes104

owing to their maritime setting. High precipitation has allowed the formation of six ice caps (Jostedalsbreen,105

Svartisen-Vestisen, Svartisen-Østisen, Folgefonna, Blåmannsisen and Hardangerjøkulen; Fig. 1a,b,d,e,f)106

characterized by low surface slopes at the top and outlet glaciers extending into surrounding valleys. The107

glacier cover, totalling 2669 km2 according to the RGI60 and 2328˘70 km2 according to Andreassen and108

others (2022), is somewhat more extensive in the South of the country (57% or 60% of glacier area following109

those references) compared to the North (43% / 40%) (Andreassen and others, 2012, 2022). Numerous110

thickness observations have been collected throughout the past decades which were compiled by Andreassen111
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and others (2015).112

3 METHODS113

3.1 Inversion methodology114

The inversion methodology is based on Frank and others (2023), and inspired by van Pelt and others115

(2013). It was applied in different settings and showed excellent performance for benchmark glaciers of116

the Ice Thickness Modelling Intercomparison eXperiment (ITMIX; Farinotti and others, 2017, 2021). The117

method relies on iteratively updating an initial guess of bed topography inside a domain defined by observed118

glacier outlines. Specifically, in each iteration, a new bed Bi`1 is produced based on the mismatch between119

observed and modelled rates of surface elevation change dh{dt such that120

Bi`1 “ Bi ´ β

ˆ

dhi
mod
dt

´
dhobs
dt

˙

(1)

where Bi is the bed elevation from the previous iteration and β is a scalar controlling the strength of bed121

updates applied in each iteration i. To obtain dh{dtmod, an ice flow model forced with a prescribed climatic122

mass balance 9b is run forward over a short time span dt (Frank and others, 2023). The rationale behind123

eq. (1) is to find the bed which is consistent with the dynamic state of a given glacier as represented by124

its dh{dtobs field, implying that no steady-state assumption is made. Instead of applying eq. (1) directly,125

however, one may also use available dh{dt observations and a climatic mass balance product to compute126

the apparent mass balance b̃ (Farinotti and others, 2009), and feed that to the forward model instead of 9b.127

b̃ represents the climatic mass balance that would be needed for the glacier in its present shape to be in128

steady-state. We do that here due to benefits in producing consistent input data (sec. 4) which, considering129

that dh{dtobs is thus already incorporated in the mass balance that the forward model sees, requires us to130

set dh{dtobs “ 0 in eq. (1) when applying the bed updates.131

To avoid introducing small-scale features in the bed solution not justified by the input data and to132

prevent fitting to errors regularization is needed (Habermann and others, 2012). As detailed in Frank and133

others (2023), this is done by adjusting the surface as a small fraction θ of the bed updates but in the134

opposite direction such that a new surface Si`1 is given by135

Si`1 “ Si ` θβ

ˆ

dhi
mod
dt

´
dhobs
dt

˙

. (2)
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The surface updates locally change the driving stress (e.g. where the bed becomes deeper, the surface136

height increases, and thus the surface gradient and ice flow to surrounding grid cells is enhanced) resulting137

in a regular distribution of ice, while allowing the model to accommodate errors in the input data through138

small surface changes rather than large bed adjustments (Gudmundsson, 2003). As shown in Frank and139

others (2023), a larger value for θ leads to a smoother thickness field but it also increases the dependence140

on the initial bed because more of the dh{dt misfit is accommodated by surface updates rather than bed141

changes.142

3.2 Ice flow model143

The ice flow model used is the physics-informed deep learning based Instructed Glacier Model v2.0.4 (IGM;

Jouvet and Cordonnier (2023)) which builds on, yet significantly improves an earlier version (Jouvet and

others, 2022; Jouvet, 2022). IGM represents a fusion between classical finite element and deep learning

methods in that the mass continuity equation

dh

dt
`∇ ¨ pūhq “ 9b (3)

is solved where the ice flow velocities ū are obtained from a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). However,144

IGM not only relies on the CNN but also on a higher-order solver which is used to re-train the CNN in145

regular intervals during transient model runs.146

Specifically, the ice viscosity dependent higher-order ice flow approximation (Blatter, 1995; Pattyn,147

2003) including a Weertman-type sliding law (Weertman, 1957) is formulated as a minimization problem148

where a loss function seeks to find the ice velocity that minimizes the energy associated with the higher-149

order equations on a regular 2D grid (eq.(18) in Jouvet and Cordonnier (2023)). While the solver finds150

the ice velocities by actually solving the minimization equation, the CNN seeks to obtain the same result,151

although through optimizing its weights. As such, the CNN learns the actual higher-order ice flow equation152

which as a result can be regarded as being encoded in the structure and weights of the CNN. This strategy153

is superior to the earlier versions of IGM that merely ’copied’ the solutions obtained from a full-Stokes154

instructor model (Jouvet and others, 2022) as it makes the CNN independent of an instructor model and155

the limited training data simulated with it. To ensure a close agreement between the emulator and solver156

solutions in transient simulations the CNN is retrained at a user-defined interval (here chosen to be the157

default setting of every 5th model iteration). This means that at those instances, the solver is run to158
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calculate the minimal energy associated with the current model state, followed by an update of the CNN159

weights such that the solution of the emulator is as close as possible to that of the solver. Due to the160

re-training strategy and the fact that the equation itself is learned, IGM can in principle be used with any161

spatial resolution and for any glacier type (as demonstrated by the application to an ice shelf in Jouvet162

and Cordonnier (2023)), in contrast to the previous IGM versions which were limited to a few possible163

resolutions and applications that were within the ’hull’ defined by the training data (Jouvet and others,164

2022; Jouvet, 2022). Thanks to the low computational cost of evaluating the CNN and because IGM is165

coded in a highly parallelized manner favorable for running on graphics processing units (GPU), IGM is166

efficient and allows us to use more advanced ice flow physics than previous studies on a regional scale.167

3.3 Inversion workflow and parameter choices168

To obtain an initial guess for ice thickness and bed topography, we use the perfect plasticity assumption

(Nye, 1952) given by

h “
τb

ρg sinα, (4)

where h is ice thickness, ρ “ 910 kg m´3 is the ice density, α is surface slope, g “ 9.8 m s´2 is gravitational169

acceleration and τb is the basal shear stress. We estimate τb based on Haeberli and Hoelzle (1995) who170

established a parameterization relating glacier hypsometry to average basal shear stress along the central171

flowline of glaciers in the Alps. Note that while this may be a crude approach, especially for ice caps, we172

do not see a significant impact of the initial ice thickness on the final result. Then, using the ice flow model173

IGM set up with observations of surface height, an apparent mass balance field, a glacier mask, the initial174

guess of bed topography and a calibrated estimate on ice viscosity and sliding coefficient (sec. 3.4, 4), we175

simulate 5000 model years in which we update bed and surface based on eq. (1) and (2). The regularization176

parameter θ is 0.05 as in Frank and others (2023).177

To stabilize the inversion and aid convergence, we let β increase with each iteration i as in Frank and178

others (2023) such that179

β “
´is ¨ β0
i` is

` β0 (5)

where β0 is 1 and is is 20.180

This workflow, in general, allows to obtain a spatially distributed ice thickness map. However, due to181
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imperfections in the representation of reality by the model and due to data errors, some ice may be leaving182

the glacier outlines laterally or at the front in each iteration, in which case other areas inside the domain183

remain ice-free. The magnitude of this ’mass leakage rate’ can be calculated as the integrated climatic184

mass balance of the ice-free areas since that is the amount of mass missing to close the mass budget of185

a glacier inside its domain. To enable a closure of the mass budget, we add the total mass leakage rate186

divided by the glacier area to the specific apparent mass balance at each grid cell in the domain 2000 model187

years before the end of the simulation when the glacier already has reached a steady state. The ensuing188

advance of the glacier brings the mass budget closer to zero, although we note that in some cases, some189

of the added mass may be leaking out laterally or at the front too, meaning that areas within the glacier190

outline remain ice-free. While another round of mass balance updates could resolve this, the fact that we191

do not know where exactly the leaking ice would have flown if the model and reality were perfectly aligned192

means that distributing the mass addition spatially uniformly carries the danger of much too-thick ice in193

some parts of the domain. Hence, we stick with one mass balance update and instead fill holes in the ice194

thickness (i.e. where the ice thickness is smaller than 15 m; corresponding to on average „8% of glacier195

area in this study) at the end of the inversion process through linear interpolation. In a final step, we apply196

a two-sigma Gaussian filter to the solution while taking into account local ice thickness and whether or not197

a given grid cell was interpolated. Specifically, we normalize the ice thickness field relative to a maximum198

value of 500 m. In the resulting norm raster (with values between 0 and 1), interpolated grid cells are199

also assigned 1, regardless of their thickness. The final ice thickness at each grid cell is then calculated200

as the sum of the smoothed ice thickness multiplied by the norm raster plus the non-smoothed thickness201

multiplied by 1 minus the norm raster. This approach allows to preserve small details in the bed shape202

where the ice is thin, while it removes such details where the ice is thick following the principle that there203

is an inverse relationship between the detail that can be possibly obtained through an inversion and ice204

thickness (Gudmundsson, 2003; Raymond and Gudmundsson, 2005)205

3.4 Calibration, validation and error estimation using thickness observations206

Calibration207

We calibrate our model results against all ice thickness observations (hobs) available for Scandinavia in the208

Glacier Thickness Database (GlaThiDa Consortium, 2020; Welty and others, 2020) and a bed elevation209

model of Storglaciären (Björnsson, 1981) (nobs_total ą 11, 000). This is done by tuning the region-wide210
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rate factor A and the friction coefficient c of the Weertman sliding law (eq. 10 in Jouvet and Cordonnier211

(2023)). However, we exclude the observations of Jostedalsbreen from the region-wide calibration since212

we find that the errors in the modelled thicknesses are significantly larger than those at all other glaciers,213

indicating that Jostedalsbreen is not representative of the remaining glaciers (sec. 5). Jostedalsbreen is214

calibrated separately based on its observations. The remaining observations cover 10 glacier complexes215

(c.f. sec. 4) of different size, type and geographical distribution. Note that whether or not to correct the216

thickness observations for surface elevation changes that may have occurred since radar data acquisition217

has no appreciable effects on the results. This is in line with the general absence of trends in the mass218

balance of Scandinavian glaciers from the 1950s up until the 2000s (Holmlund and others, 1996; Andreassen219

and others, 2020). In this study, all mentions of thickness observations refer to the actual thickness values220

reported in the GlaThiDa. To allow constraining the two unknowns A and c against only one set of221

observations, we follow a similar approach as in Jouvet (2022) and assume that A cannot be larger than222

78 MPa´3a´1 (corresponding to the typical value used for temperate ice (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010))223

while sliding beyond a set minimum given by c “ 100 km MPa´3a´1 cannot occur for cold ice, i.e. when224

A ă 78 MPa´3a´1. Although this approach is a simplification that does not reflect the complex poly-225

thermal nature of glaciers in Scandinavia (Pettersson and others, 2003) as well as their possibly enhanced226

viscous deformation due to high liquid water content resulting from their maritime setting, it is chosen227

here since it allows to place A and c on one continuous scale with a unique solution for the combination of228

the two that minimizes the misfit to observations, and hence ensures an unbiased total ice volume estimate229

with respect to the observations.230

To obtain the optimized A and c, we consider two different strategies: 1) Minimizing the mean difference231

between modelled and observed thickness on a point-by-point basis for all observations pooled together;232

2) For each glacier complex, determine the values for A and c which minimize the point-by-point bias233

for that glacier, and then select the A, c combination corresponding to the mean or median of the ranks234

of the sorted A, c combinations tested (note that for creating an evenly spaced A, c scale necessary for235

calculating means and medians of the A, c ranks, we find that setting a 5 MPa´3a´1 change in A equal236

to a 500 km MPa´3a´1 change in c is appropriate). While the former approach assigns equal weights to237

each thickness observation, the latter instead assigns equal weight to each glacier with observations. We238

find that following strategy 1 as well as taking the mean of the A, c ranks of strategy 2 yields the same239

optimal combination A “ 70 MPa´3a´1, c “ 100 km MPa´3a´1, whereas the median of strategy 2 gives240
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A “ 78 MPa´3a´1, c “ 100 km MPa´3a´1. Given that two of the three indicators favor the former and241

since that A, c combination also yields overall better validation statistics, we settle for A “ 70 MPa´3a´1242

and c “ 100 km MPa´3a´1. The obtained values are close to what one would expect for Scandinavian243

glaciers (A “ 70 MPa´3a´1 corresponds to an ice temperature of „ ´0.6°C) which are generally thought244

to be temperate but often feature cold surface layers (Pettersson and others, 2003; Andreassen and others,245

2012), suggesting that there are no major biases in our setup which need to be compensated by the246

calibration process. For Jostedalsbreen where we test a large parameter space of A and c to obtain the247

best validation statistics, we find an optimal combination A “ 70 MPa´3a´1, c “ 1000 km MPa´3a´1,248

i.e. elevated sliding is required to match the thickness observations best. Whether or not this represents a249

physical process is unclear given that the calibration of A and c against observations implies that all errors250

in the study setup (including those in the observations) are subsumed in these parameters.251

Validation252

The results are validated against the same set of thickness observations. Using the same set of observa-253

tions for calibration and validation is not considered problematic here given that only Scandinavia-wide254

parameters are tuned against observations, while the validation is done on a point-by-point basis. We con-255

sider the RMSE and the mean absolute difference (MAD), both indicative of how far (in absolute terms)256

the modelled ice thickness is off from the observed one at any given point on a glacier; the mean differ-257

ence/bias, showing whether the average ice thickness and thus total ice volume is over- or underestimated;258

and Pearson´s correlation coefficient r between modelled and observed thicknesses which, too, indicates259

how well modelled and observed bed shapes agree. In addition, we calculate the slope of the linear regres-260

sion between hmod and hobs to evaluate whether both high and low thicknesses are matched as well as the261

relative difference in variance ∆σ2 “
`

σ2
mod ´ σ

2
obs

˘

{σ2
mod of ice thickness values at those locations where262

observations exist. The latter is a measure for how smooth the modelled bed shapes are in relation to the263

observations.264

Furthermore, a direct volume validation is performed against five glacier complexes (Nordre Folgefonna,265

Søndre Folgefonna, Hardangerjøkulen, Blåmannsisen and Storglaciären) which have such dense radar cov-266

erage that their true volume can be assumed to be known (Björnsson, 1981; Andreassen and others, 2015;267

Ekblom Johansson and others, 2022).268
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Error estimation269

Since we calibrate the rate factor A and the sliding coefficient c, and through that the total ice volume,270

against observed thicknesses, an error estimation on the total ice volume can be made by varying A and271

c. If we had ice thickness observations that could be assumed entirely representative of the "true" ice272

thickness distribution, tuning A and c so that the mean misfit with observations is zero would give an273

accurate Scandinavia-wide ice volume. However, since we do not know whether the thickness observations274

are representative, we ask the following question: If the sample of thickness observations was biased towards275

glaciers which are well-represented with high (low) values for A and c, what are plausible lowest (highest)276

values for the A, c combination? To resolve this question, we consider the results from strategy 2 above,277

and remove the highest and lowest A, c combination obtained for the 10 glacier complexes. Based on that,278

we are left with a range pA, cq P tp50, 100q, p78, 1500qu which covers 8 out of 10 glacier complexes, and279

thus can be assumed plausible. With that, the results of the thickness inversion using A “ 50 MPa´3a´1280

and c “ 100 km MPa´3a´1 form the high-end estimate for Scandinavian ice volume, while the values281

obtained using A “ 78 MPa´3a´1 and c “ 1500 km MPa´3a´1 mark the lower bound. To estimate the ice282

volume uncertainty of Jostedalsbreen, we assume the same range in A as for all other glaciers, but set c283

to 1000 km MPa´3a´1 and 2500 km MPa´3a´1 in the upper and lower ice volume scenarios, respectively,284

following the results from the calibration where it was found that this glacier complex generally requires285

more sliding.286

Further errors in the total ice volume could result from errors in the glacier outlines. Andreassen and287

others (2022) suggest that an area uncertainty of up to 3% can be expected. If the outlines are too small,288

we do not know the ice thickness of the excluded areas. If the outlines are too big, it is likewise not possible289

to directly estimate how this would have affected the glacier thickness distribution inside these outlines,290

and thereby the ice volume overestimation of our result. Therefore, we simply assume that the volume291

uncertainty from glacier outlines is ˘3% of the total ice volume.292

Deriving a formal error estimate on local ice thickness for each grid point in the domain is difficult293

since the main error source likely are ice flow errors (i.e. when the model directs ice in a different direction294

than where it flows in reality) which are hard to quantify. However, thanks to the available thickness295

observations, the mean absolute difference between hmod and hobs can serve as an indicator for expected296

errors.297
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Fig. 2. Input data sets used in this study alongside their date of acquisition. dh{dt from Hugonnet and others

(2021), climatic mass balance 9b from Rounce and others (2023), DEMs from the Norwegian and Swedish map-

ping authorities, outlines from the RGI60 (RGI Consortium, 2017) corrected for an obvious misalignment with the

topography in Sweden.

4 INPUT DATA298

As input to the inversion, we require a digital elevation model (DEM), spatially distributed climatic mass299

balance and dh{dt, as well as glacier outlines. Generally, we base our investigation on the RGI60 (RGI300

Consortium, 2017) and the glacier IDs therein which tie together the different input products. We, hence,301

do not use the updated outlines presented recently by Andreassen and others (2022) for Norway for the years302

2018-2019 which have increased the number of glaciers by more than 2000 (covering an area of 48 km2)303

while the total glacierized area in the country reduced by 15% due to glacier retreat (Andreassen and304

others, 2022). This is because the climatic mass balance and dh{dt input data sets described below are not305

available for these new outlines. Since the glaciers added in the newer inventory all are small (the largest306

is 0.205 km2, and only 23 are larger than 0.1 km2 (Andreassen and others, 2022)), ignoring them here is307

not expected to have a significant impact on the modelled ice volume. The glacier outlines in the RGI60308

for Scandinavia were acquired between 1999 and 2006 with a mean year of acquisition in 2003. However,309

a systematic misalignment with the topography is evident for the Swedish glacier outlines, possibly as a310

result of reprojection errors that occurred when the outlines were transferred from their original source to311

the RGI60 database. We correct these issues by re-aligning the outlines with the topography which yields312

a substantial improvement as confirmed visually. The new outlines are submitted to the Global Land Ice313

Measurements from Space (GLIMS) database (Raup and others, 2007; Paul and others, 2016) and hence314

will be included in the next release of the Randolph Glacier Inventory. Note that the original shape of each315
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outline is unaltered.316

We use the national DEMs of Sweden and Norway in each country, respectively, with a 50 m resolution317

as provided by the national mapping authorities and stated elevation uncertainties of 5 m. The Norwegian318

DEM (Kartverket, 2013) is primarily from 2007, but has seen updates in different regions throughout the319

2010s. The Swedish 50 m DEM (Lantmäteriet, 2022) is downsampled from the 1 m national DEM which320

was acquired between 2009 and 2019.321

The dh{dt data are taken from Hugonnet and others (2021) who compiled rates of surface elevation322

change for all glaciers on Earth. Following Huss (2013), these volume changes are converted to mass323

changes assuming a density of 850 kg m´3. The dh{dt data are available in 5-year bins from 2000 to 2019,324

but the signal in each bin alone may be contaminated considerably by noise. To avoid such issues we325

consider the entire 20-year period which yields the most stable signal.326

The climatic mass balance 9b is taken from the global study by Rounce and others (2023) who modelled327

9b in elevation bins for all glaciers on Earth for the 21st century. They performed an initial Bayesian328

calibration against the geodetic mass balance estimates from Hugonnet and others (2021) while validating329

against observations from the WGMS database (WGMS, 2022). For each glacier, we extract the years330

2000-2019 to match the dh{dt data temporally and create a distributed field of climatic mass balance by331

applying the elevation-dependent 9b on the DEMs.332

To close the mass budget of a glacier, it is necessary that

ż

Ω

dh

dt
“

ż

Ω
9b (6)

where Ω is the glacier domain. Although Rounce and others (2023) calibrated their modelled 9b against

dh{dt from Hugonnet and others (2021), the Bayesian approach does not guarantee that eq. (6) is fulfilled.

Further issues arise from the fact that there are spatial inconsistencies between dh{dt and 9b in some places.

For instance, dh{dt at the highest point in the accumulation area may be larger than 9b, or comparably,

dh{dt may be more negative than 9b in some places in the ablation area. Given that a glacier cannot gain

more in ice thickness than what it receives in accumulation where there is no influx from above, and that

the glacier cannot thin more than what it loses from melt in the ablation area unless there are large changes

in the ice dynamics which are not known to have occurred in Scandinavia, both cases most likely represent

data errors. To mitigate such issues, we apply the following workflow (Fig. 3): First, we calculate the
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Fig. 3. Methodology for computing the apparent mass balance b̃ using the example of Nigardsbreen. Based on

the stake observations of mass balance for the years 2000 - 2019 (where available) from WGMS (2022), Rounce and

others (2023) derived the elevation dependent climatic mass balance 9b. The difference between 9b and the spatially

distributed dh/dt (taken from Hugonnet and others (2021)) is the apparent mass balance b̃raw (eq. (7)). b̃raw is

then bias correct to obey eq. (6) (by 0.09 m w.eq. for Nigardsbreen; not shown as it would not be visible) before a

piece-wise linear function with the nickpoint at the apparent ELA is fitted through b̃raw to obtain the final apparent

mass balance b̃fitted.

apparent mass balance (Farinotti and others, 2009) as

b̃ “ 9b´
dh

dt
. (7)

Next, we bias correct b̃ such that
ş

Ω b̃ “ 0. Finally, we fit an elevation-dependent piece-wise linear333

function with two segments through b̃ where we enforce the nickpoint at the apparent ELA. To ensure that334

b̃ is monotonically increasing with elevation, we do not allow negative slopes in any of the two segments of335

the piece-wise fit, and replace the piece-wise fit with a linear fit if that should be the case. As a result of336

these steps, applied to each glacier individually based on the climatic mass balance and dh{dt inputs, we337

obtain a smooth b̃ field that obeys eq. (6) and is physically consistent.338

As a last step to input data preparation, we merge connected glaciers and all of their input fields339

together in one grid with 100 m resolution (Fig. 4). These glacier complexes are then modelled as one340
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Fig. 4. The Jostedalsbreen ice cap as an example of a glacier complex (coordinate system is UTM 33N). All 135

RGI60 glaciers are modelled simultaneously on the same grid to not introduce inconsistencies at the boundaries

between flow units. Note that the glacier complex shown here includes some glaciers that are formally not seen as

part of Jostedalsbreen (Andreassen, 2022).

ice body which has the major advantage of preventing artificial boundaries and steps in modelled bed341

topography between connected glaciers. Particularly for ice caps where the RGI60 outlines may not always342

correctly delineate the actual flow units this is greatly advantageous as compared to modelling each RGI60343

glacier individually.344

5 RESULTS345

5.1 Ice Volume346

We find an ice volume of 302.7 km3 for Norway and 18.4 km3 for Sweden, summing to a total of 321.1 km3347

for all Scandinavian glaciers and ice caps. This corresponds to a sea level equivalent of 0.81 mm (based on348

eq. 7 in Millan and others (2022)). The mean glacier thickness is 113 m in Norway and 66 m in Sweden.349

The upper and lower bounds of ice volume estimated from varying A and c are 327.7/281.0 km3 for Norway,350

20.6/16.9 km3 for Sweden and 348.3/297.9 km3 in total. By adding the uncertainty on glacier outlines, the351

ice volume for Norway is between 272.5 and 337.5 km3 (hmean_NO in [102, 126] m), 16.4 and 21.2 km3 for352

Sweden (hmean_SWE in [59, 76] m), and 289.0 and 358.8 km3 for entire Scandinavia. This corresponds to353
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a total uncertainty of about ˘11%. The six large ice caps Hardangerjøkulen, Jostedalsbreen, Folgefonna,354

Svartisen-Vestisen, Svartisen-Østisen and Blåmannsisen, all located in Norway and covering 1238.2 km2355

(42% of Scandinavian glaciarized area), contain 61% of the total Scandinavian ice volume. In contrast, all356

Scandinavian glaciers with an area ă 0.5 km2 (n = 2420) together have an ice volume of 14.2 km3 (4% of357

total volume), while they cover 393.9 km2 (13% of total area). This small volume contained in the numerous358

little glaciers confirms that including the >2000 new very small glaciers (only 23 are larger than 0.1 km2)359

detected recently by Andreassen and others (2022) would not have changed the overall Scandinavian ice360

volume appreciably. Indeed, to obtain a first-order estimate, we multiply the mean modelled thickness of361

all glaciers with an area smaller than 0.1 km2 by the total area covered by the new glaciers (48 km2) which362

yields an ice volume of 2.1 km3 which we are potentially missing. Considering individual RGI60 glaciers363

instead of the glacier complexes, the most voluminous glacier in Sweden is Salajekna with 3.2 km3, although364

it partially lies in Norway. The largest glacier by volume completely located in Sweden is the neighboring365

Stuorrajekna with an ice volume of 1.8 km3. In Norway, the most voluminous glacier is Austerdalsisen (an366

outlet glacier of the Svartisen-Østisen ice cap) with 13.6 km3. On that ice cap as well as on Jostedalsbreen367

we also find the largest ice thicknesses just above 600 m.368

5.2 Bed shapes369

Besides ice volume, another main result of this study is a distributed map of bed topography and ice thick-370

ness for every glacier and ice cap in Scandinavia. While all results are available from INSERT LINK TO371

REPOSITORY, we here show the example of an ice cap (Hardangerjøkulen) including observed thicknesses372

(Fig. 5) and of smaller mountain glaciers in central Norway (Fig. 6). We find that our modelled thick-373

ness field for Hardangerjøkulen is smooth but with clear variations in ice thickness, suggesting a variable374

subglacial topography. This agrees well with the observations, thus providing strong evidence that the375

obtained bed shape is realistic. Indeed, the general thickness pattern seems to be very well reproduced376

even where there are strong gradients in thickness, although the magnitude of certain subglacial features377

(e.g. the depth of a subglacial valley) may not always be matched exactly. Thanks to the approach of378

modelling the entire ice cap as one a bed topography free of artificial steps at the boundary of RGI60379

flow units is obtained. For the central Norwegian mountain glaciers, our results likewise show an overall380

realistic pattern.381
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Fig. 5. Modelled ice thickness for the ice cap Hardangerjøkulen from this study as well as Farinotti and others

(2019a) and Millan and others (2022). Overlain on the results of this study are observations of ice thickness from

the Glacier Thicknesss Database (GlaThiDa Consortium, 2020), originally collected by Sellevold and Kloster (1964);

Østen (1998); Elvehøy and others (2002).
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Fig. 6. Modelled ice thickness for mountain glaciers in central Norway from this study, from Farinotti and others

(2019a) and from Millan and others (2022).
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Fig. 7. Correlation between modelled and observed ice thicknesses for this study for all glaciers except Jostedals-

breen (a), for Jostedalsbreen alone (b), for Farinotti and others (2019a) (c) and for Millan and others (2022) (d) with

colors indicating point density and the red dashed line denoting the diagonal.

5.3 Validation382

We find a good overall agreement between modelled and observed thicknesses with errors evenly spread383

around zero (Fig. 7a; Table 1). With the optimized values forA “ 70 MPa´3a´1 and c “ 100 kmMPa´3a´1,384

the bias to all thickness observations pooled together is 0.8 m (for comparison, the bias obtained for the385

upper and lower ice volume estimate is -14.8 m and 8.3 m, respectively). The mean absolute difference386

is 40 m, indicating that on average the modelled ice thickness at the observation locations is off by this387

value. Given a mean ice thickness of the observations of 165 m, this corresponds to an average thickness388

uncertainty of 24%. The correlation coefficient r is 0.87 demonstrating that the approach captures the389

Scandinavian ice thickness distribution very well, and it lends trust to the modelled bed shapes. We also390

compute the variance of ice thickness for all observations and the model output at those locations where391

there are observations; if the modelled variance is much smaller, the modelled bed is likely too smooth. For392

the same reason, we also consider the slope of the linear regression between hobs and hmod. A slope of one393
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RMSE (m) MAD (m) Bias (m) slope Pearson´s r ∆σ2 (%)

This study 55 40 0.8 0.82 0.87 ´12

Farinotti et al. (2019) 63 46 ´9.2 0.66 0.83 ´36

Milan et al. (2022) 93 66 ´14.5 0.38 0.59 ´57

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for thickness products from this study and previous work in relation to thickness

observations. Root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute difference (MAD), mean difference/bias, slope of

the linear regression between modelled and observed thicknesses, Pearson´s correlation coefficient r and percentage

difference in variance between hobs and hmod at those locations where thickness observations are available (∆σ2).

demonstrates that both low and high ice thicknesses are accurately captured. If the slope is significantly394

lower than one, as is often found for modelled ice thickness products, it usually implies that low thicknesses395

are over- and high ones underestimated, again due to too-smooth bed shapes. We obtain a variance that396

is 12% lower than the observations and a slope of 0.82 which is a good result compared to other studies397

(sec. 6). This, too, indicates that not only the total ice volume but also the bed shape is well captured and398

realistic.399

We find that the largest outliers in the thickness errors are found for Jostedalsbreen, even after calibrat-400

ing it separately (Fig. 7b). Indeed, comparing modelled against observed thicknesses for all other glaciers401

together yields a MAD of only 35 m (corresponding to an average thickness uncertainty of 22%) and a402

RMSE of 46 m, indicating a close clustering of points around the diagonal (Fig. 7a). The 99th percentile403

of absolute errors is limited to 134 m for those glaciers meaning that there is virtually no point in space404

outside Jostedalsbreen where the true ice thickness should be off by more than this value. Meanwhile, the405

MAD for Jostedalsbreen alone is 82 m (35% of ice thickness).406

For further validation, we consider glaciers that have such dense radar coverage that their ice volume407

can be established accurately through interpolation. We compare the observed ice volume as reported in408

the literature with the modelled values (Table 2) and find very good agreement. All modelled volumes are409

close to the observations and well within their uncertainty range, with no apparent bias.410
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Glacier Vobs (km3) Vmod (km3) Reference

Blåmannsisen 14˘1.7 14.0 Andreassen and others (2015)

Søndre Folgefonna 28˘3.3 28.3 Ekblom Johansson and others (2022)

Nodre Folgefonna 2.7˘0.5 2.7 Andreassen and others (2015)

Hardangerjøkulen 11 ˘ 1.4 10.6 Andreassen and others (2015)

Storglaciären 0.25 0.3 Björnsson (1981)

Table 2. Observed (Vobs) and modelled (Vmod) ice volumes for ice caps and glaciers in Scandinavia that have

such dense radar coverage that their ice volume can be considered known. All values on Vobs are directly from

the literature except for Storglaciären where the ice volume was calculated by subtracting the bed topography by

Björnsson (1981) (with no published error estimate) from a current DEM.

Fig. 8. Ice volume estimates from this study and previous work given either for Norway, Sweden or entire Scandi-

navia. Black lines indicate error estimates on the Scandinavian-wide ice volume (except for Andreassen and others

(2015) where the error bar is on the Norwegian ice volume) as reported in the respective publications. Note the

non-zero origin of the x-axis.
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6 DISCUSSION411

6.1 Ice volume412

Our calibrated ice volume estimate of 321.1 km3 for Scandinavia with an estimated uncertainty range413

between 289.0 and 358.8 km3 is generally within the limits of previously published values (Fig. 8). However,414

it is significantly larger than the early works by Radić and Hock (2010); Marzeion and others (2012) (which415

were based on volume-area scaling (Bahr and others, 1997)) and Huss and Farinotti (2012). It is also416

somewhat larger than what the more recent global studies by Farinotti and others (2019a); Millan and417

others (2022) calculated although the differences are small and well within the uncertainty bounds. The418

only previous study predicting a larger ice volume than this study is Grinsted (2013) with „ 330 km3.419

Andreassen and others (2015) conducted a dedicated study on Norwegian ice volume combining different420

methods with observations and arrived at a ’best guess’ of 271˘28 km3, although the total spread between421

methods was from 257 to 300 km3. This, too, tends to be less than what we obtain but again, the422

uncertainty ranges clearly overlap with ours (272.5 to 337.5 km3 for Norway).423

The only Scandinavian thickness products that are available as distributed grids and hence allow val-424

idation against observed ice thicknesses are the ones by Farinotti and others (2019a); Millan and others425

(2022). Both of them show a larger negative bias than our study (Table 1) indicative of an ice volume un-426

derestimation. Meanwhile, the close match that we obtain for the glaciers with known ice volume (Table 2)427

may suggest that our Scandinavia-wide uncertainties are rather conservative.428

6.2 Bed shape429

The early studies based on volume area scaling by Radić and Hock (2010); Marzeion and others (2012);430

Grinsted (2013) only yielded the mean ice thickness per glacier, no bed shape. The remaining works shown431

in Fig. 8 produce distributed thickness fields although Huss and Farinotti (2012); Farinotti and others432

(2019a) completely or partially rely on flow-line approaches at heart. As shown in Table 1, the product433

from Farinotti and others (2019a) generally has larger errors than our results as indicated by the RMSE,434

MAD and r statistics. Also in terms of slope and ∆σ2, there are clear differences. The values obtained435

for our study (slope = 0.82, ∆σ2 = -12%) indicate that our modelled bed is smoother than reality, but436

given that there is a theoretical limit to how much detail in bed topography can be obtained through437

an ice thickness inversion (Gudmundsson, 2003; Raymond and Gudmundsson, 2005), we find the results438
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satisfactory. For Farinotti and others (2019a) the slope and ∆σ2 are considerably lower (slope = 0.66, ∆σ2439

= -37%) indicating that their computed bed is considerably too smooth. This is confirmed by Fig. 7c where440

a clear tendency towards overestimating small thicknesses and underestimating large ones can be seen. A441

possible explanation for that is the ensemble approach underlying the methodology in Farinotti and others442

(2019a) which naturally results in smoother results. The thickness product by Millan and others (2022)443

appears to align the least with the known ice thicknesses given the statistics in Table 1. As is also seen in444

Fig. 7d, the modelled thicknesses are generally less precise than those of this study and Farinotti and others445

(2019a), and there is a clear underestimation of large thicknesses. Given that Millan and others (2022) rely446

on remotely-sensed velocity observations to compute ice thicknesses, the slow flow of most Scandinavian447

glaciers and consequently, the weak signal obtained is a likely cause for that. These difficulties in obtaining448

reliable ice flow velocities are also the reason why we did not use velocity observations to calibrate ice449

viscosity and sliding, as was suggested as a possible strategy for mountain glaciers in Frank and others450

(2023). Experiments not shown here yielded consistently too-thin ice compared to observations.451

Besides the statistical perspective, a visual inspection of the modelled thickness fields provides context452

on the quality of a thickness product. As concluded from Figs. 5 and 6, our methodology produces realistic453

bed shapes both for ice caps and mountain glaciers. This is not necessarily the case for the products454

from Farinotti and others (2019a); Millan and others (2022) (Fig. 5b,c). In the former, clear boundaries455

between RGI60 flow units as well as "stripes" perpendicular to the flow direction can be seen for the ice cap456

Hardangerjøkulen. Both of these features are related to the underlying flow-line approach which is generally457

known to perform poorly on ice caps (Huss and Farinotti, 2012). For mountain glaciers, however, the results458

from Farinotti and others (2019a) visually appear well confirming the strength of the methodology when459

applied to this glacier type. The results by Millan and others (2022) are somewhat noisy for both the ice460

cap and the mountain glaciers, again due to the methodological dependence on remotely-sensed ice flow461

velocities. If taken at face value, these results would imply a highly unrealistic bed topography. Also the462

general thickness distribution of Hardangerjøkulen is not well captured as the observed thickness maxima463

of around 350 m are not reproduced.464

The origin of the larger errors which we obtain at Jostedalsbreen (MAD=35% of local ice thickness)465

compared to all other glaciers (MAD = 22%) is difficult to pinpoint. One possible explanation is that the466

thickness observations of Jostedalsbreen in the GlaThiDa date back to the 1980s (Kennet, 1989; GlaThiDa467

Consortium, 2020) with only limited documentation, making it difficult to assess data quality, potential468
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biases or projection errors that could explain the large spread of the point cloud in Fig. 7b. Indeed, there are469

some locations where all three thickness studies available (this work, Farinotti and others (2019a), Millan470

and others (2022)) unanimously indicate clearly larger values than the observations. Another reason could471

be that the low surface slopes of such a large ice cap are generally more inducive of large thickness errors in472

inversion products since bed undulations leave only small surface expressions (Gudmundsson, 2003). Lastly,473

the topography surrounding Jostedalsbreen is generally very steep and spatially variable, suggesting that474

it could look similar under the ice which would naturally result in larger errors. We find that the error475

distribution for Jostedalsbreen is skewed with a median absolute error of 67 m (28% of local thickness),476

indicating that a few large outliers dominate the mean error. Therefore, if considering the median instead477

of the mean error, the value obtained is similar to the error that most thickness inversions yield which is478

typically at around 30% of the ice thickness (Farinotti and others, 2017, 2021).479

6.3 Future perspectives480

The methodology presented here is novel for Scandinavia in that it uses a full numerical ice dynamics481

model on a distributed grid to invert for ice thickness (Frank and others, 2023). Thanks to using dh{dt to482

infer subglacial topography, the bed shapes computed are in line with the dynamic state of the modelled483

glaciers, meaning that prognostic simulations of glacier evolution could be conducted without requiring any484

additional spin-up. Another benefit of the applied methodology is that it can readily profit from further485

improvements in input data quality which is not the case for approaches that are limited by the dependence486

on simplified ice physics. Indeed, all previous studies conducted in Scandinavia relied on volume-area scaling487

or simplified shallow ice physics, often applied along flow-lines, in contrast to the higher-order physics in488

IGM. Experiments not shown here using a SIA model instead of IGM yielded unrealistic bed shapes which489

can be linked directly to the insufficiently complete ice flow physics with the SIA. Specifically, ice flow with490

the SIA is strictly downhill (Hutter, 1983), meaning that in an inversion context local topographic minima491

in the glacier surface accumulate ice and become very thick. Likewise, the convex across-flow profile of492

glaciers as seen in the DEMs directs ice flow with the SIA to the glacier margins. When doing an inversion493

this leads to larger ice thicknesses on the glacier margins than in the center. While flow-line approaches494

are not affected by these issues in the same way, these examples underscore the value of using sophisticated495

ice dynamics when modelling on a distributed grid.496

Nevertheless, local errors in ice thickness remain which we attribute mostly to originate from errors in497
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modelled flow directions as it has been shown that the methodology in general is not very sensitive to either498

initial conditions, parameter choices or climatic mass balance and dh{dt errors (Frank and others, 2023).499

While these erroneous flow directions may be the result of omitting terms in the higher-order model as500

compared to the full-Stokes equations (Blatter, 1995; Pattyn, 2003), and hence of incomplete ice dynamics,501

they can also be caused by other factors related to input data or modelled processes. It has been shown that502

thickness inversions are highly sensitive to the input DEM as surface shape controls both flow directions503

and absolute thicknesses via the surface angle (Gudmundsson, 2003; Chen and others, 2022). Since we504

are using high-quality products from the national mapping authorities of Sweden and Norway we estimate505

errors associated with those to be overall small. However, even accurate DEMs do not immunize against506

certain topographic issues, for instance that in an inversion context, middle moraines protruding from the507

surrounding ice are interpreted as ice dynamical features formed by flow over a subglacial ridge, rather508

than as sediment lying on top of the glacier.509

Further improvements in a future study could include the use of temporally more consistent input510

data sets which are currently not available. Due to the different time stamps of the inputs used here511

(Fig. 2) errors are likely introduced in the modelled thickness field, e.g. where parts of the DEM inside the512

RGI60 outlines show deglaciated terrain. Another difficulty arising from temporally inconsistent inputs513

is to establish what time our thickness product actually represents. Given that the mean year of the514

RGI60 outlines is 2003 (RGI Consortium, 2017), the mean of the climatic mass balance and dh{dt is 2010515

(Hugonnet and others, 2021; Rounce and others, 2023) and an estimate for the mean for the DEMs is 2012,516

we suggest to refer to our results as representing the period 2003 - 2012. Note, however, that assigning517

a time stamp to a product derived from temporally mismatched inputs is rather hypothetical, and so the518

given period is a mere estimate. If we accept that the computed ice thickness distribution corresponds519

to the above mentioned period, a first estimate on the Norwegian ice loss relative to the years 2018-2019520

when new glacier outlines are available for the country (Andreassen and others, 2022) can be made by521

considering the ice volume stored in those areas that have become ice-free over the time interval. We find522

that 18.5 km2 of ice are located outside the most recent glacier outlines, i.e. 6% of the Norwegian ice523

volume may have disappeared over an approximate time span of 6-16 years. Note that this is only a first524

estimate due to the difficulties of establishing a precise time stamp of our product as specified above, and525

because we do not take into account neither adjustments of ice dynamic processes nor thinning in those526

areas that have not become ice free.527
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Lastly, more thickness observations would be of great help to improve future ice thickness inversions528

in Scandinavia. Currently, there is an over-representation of large ice caps among the ice bodies with529

observations (GlaThiDa Consortium, 2020). Since the ice caps are un-proportionally voluminous compared530

to the many smaller mountain glaciers (sec. 5), this is not necessarily disadvantageous. However, more531

observations on smaller glaciers would allow for a better calibration there and could reduce the uncertainty532

on ice volume further. This is particularly true for Swedish glaciers where publicly available thickness533

observations are lacking almost entirely, meaning that the calibration for these glaciers is currently reliant534

on Norwegian observations obtained in a different climatic setting.535

7 CONCLUSIONS536

We here produced a new map of distributed bed topography and ice thickness alongside an updated ice537

volume estimate for each glacier and ice cap in Scandinavia. We anticipate that this product will be of538

benefit in a variety of applications, such as for water management in the context of hydropower production,539

for risk assessment of glacier lake outburst floods and landslides, for the planning of scientific projects, for540

the tourism industry and for future projections of glacier response to climate warming. The calibrated ice541

volume estimate for Scandinavia of 321.1 km3 with an uncertainty range of 289.0 km3 and 358.8 km3 is542

similar to, although slightly larger than, recent estimates proposed. Thanks to the novel methodology, this543

study is the first to provide realistic bed maps for all glaciers and ice caps in Scandinavia, outperforming544

previous studies (Farinotti and others, 2019a; Millan and others, 2022) as shown by validation against545

thickness observations. Nevertheless, we find that the global perspective of the studies by Farinotti and546

others (2019a) and Millan and others (2022) and their methodologically simpler approaches as compared547

to this work have not resulted in in-accurate ice volume estimates for Scandinavia. However, when it548

comes to the computed bed shapes the product by Farinotti and others (2019a) suffers from clear issues549

on ice caps while the results by Millan and others (2022) are adversely affected by challenges in mapping550

the flow speeds of slow glaciers. We deem it likely that similar issues in these products are present in551

other regions on Earth, suggesting that future studies could seek to provide a further improved global ice552

thickness product.553
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